Roll & Race
Graphing Pages
Learners grab a die then
roll and graph.
The graphing Q&A page
can be used for learners
to answer questions and
write about their graph.
Download more math
freebies in our series,
K-2 Math Activities.

Find more graphing activities
for K-2 learners on my blog,
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Roll & Race Graphing

Roll a die. Cover, color, or stamp the first box in that column. Roll and graph your
results 30 times in a row. After you’ve rolled 30 times, use the next page to answer
questions and write about your graph.
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Graphing

Graphing Q & A

Look at your graph and answer these questions.
Which die was rolled the MOST?
Color in the dot pattern.
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Which die was rolled the LEAST?
Color in the dot pattern.

How many times did you roll
your MOST rolled die?

Now, write your answer in tally marks.

How many times did you roll
your LEAST rolled die?

Now, write your answer in tally marks.

How many more times did you roll the highest than your least rolled die?
Write one true sentence
about your graph. Use the
word bank if needed.

Word Bank
die
number
equal

less than
together
more than
most
greatest
least
greater than

Why might your graph look different the next time you play?
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